Have a short-term project?  
Don’t have the expertise but need the data?  
Don’t want to invest in costly new equipment or training?

Agilent’s Certified Service Provider (CSP) program lets researchers use our leading next-generation sequencing target enrichment products and microarrays without the cost or technical challenges of implementing Agilent protocols in their own labs. With an Agilent CSP, you get reliable results from a validated lab—you’ll receive the same reliable, high-quality data that you’ve come to expect from Agilent.

Agilent CSPs

- Undergo comprehensive on-site training
- Pass rigorous quality evaluations
- Are reviewed annually
- Follow Agilent-defined workflows

SureSelect Target Enrichment

Agilent’s Target Enrichment CSPs offer the full range of SureSelect DNA and RNA target enrichment products. Supporting the major NGS platforms, CSPs offer custom kits for any genome or catalog products targeting the human exome and kinome for faster, more efficient next-generation sequencing studies.

Microarrays

Agilent’s Microarray CSPs have been validated to run any of our microarray applications in either catalog or custom format, including gene expression, exon arrays and miRNA, aCGH, DNA methylation, and ChIP-on-chip. From sample preparation to data analysis, CSPs provide you with high-quality microarray data for more effective gene expression and genomic structural analysis studies.
Expression Analysis®
DNA/RNA Services

Expression Analysis provides both whole genome and focused gene expression and genotyping assays in addition to DNA sequencing services with target enrichment technologies. As an Agilent CSP, we use the SureSelect Target Enrichment Platform to provide a streamlined NGS workflow; this allows regions of interest to be evaluated efficiently and cost-effectively. Expression Analysis also offers solutions for challenging specimens such as whole blood and FFPE tissues, as well as nucleic acid isolation and data analysis services. Our quality system follows CLSI guidelines and our CLIA-registered laboratory supports GLP compliance.

We offer services to customers in North America.

Agilent CSPs

- Get the latest product information and training
- Receive early access to new products
- Contribute to Agilent’s technology innovations
- Receive prioritized service to enable maximum up time

For more information, contact Expression Analysis in Durham, NC, call 1-866-293-6094, or visit us online at www.expressionanalysis.com.

Agilent has Over 35 Microarray and Target Enrichment CSPs worldwide!

For more information on the Agilent Certified Service Provider program, visit www.agilent.com/genomics/csp.
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